
POWERFUL AND TIGHT STRETCH
FILM FOR BALE WRAPPING
Coveris Flexibles Austria GmbH is one of the leading manufacturer

of high-quality plastic films, offering the agricultural sector innova-

tive, high-end stretch films for wrapping of silage bales.

Compared to other animals horses are very demanding concer-

ning the quality of their feed. Bale haylage produces high-quality

feed which contains only low dust and is therefore ideal for horses.

BENEFITS
∞  Greater strength

∞  Greater resistance to penetration

∞  Adheres better

∞  Greater yield

UNTERLAND
PEGASUS 



1500 m

12 months, 110 - 180 kly / year

250 mm

ADVANTAGES
GREATER STRENGTH
Hard stalks can penetrate the wrapping film.
Pegasus is significantly stronger and can therefore bend
hard stalks downwards during the wrapping process.

GREATER RESISTANCE TO PENETRATION
The straw stubble left in the field can puncture the film
when the bales are laid on the ground.
Pegasus is significantly stronger, and therefore prevents
the wrapped bales from being penetrated.

ADHERES BETTER
Silage bales with haylage cannot be squeezed in the usual
manner, and that is why more oxygen is pressed into the
bales.
Pegasus adheres better which prevents additional oxygen
from entering them.

GREATER YIELD
The optimized stretch performance guarantees an espe-
cially high yield.

1500 m

375 mm

24 reels / pallet

ROLL LENGTH

PACKAGING

UV-RESISTANCE

WIDTHS

TECHNICAL DATA

QUALITY & SERVICE

The wrapping of horse haylage with dry and woody stalks 
can cause problems. Therefore we offer a special blown ex-
truded 3-layer stretch film which meets these requirements:
more powerful, tougher and tighter

Raw materials and finished products are assessed on an 
ongoing basis in our in-house lab to ensure very high
quality standards.

Every roll core has its own serial number, to allow easy 
tracing of problems. Our application engineers are of
course available to you at any time.

AVAILABLE IN 
THE COLOURS: 

whitegrass green

Available at

Our tip:
Don’t wrap your haylage bales for horses in dark
colours. The strong thermal expansion of the
bales encourages the production of condensation
underneath the film.
The unpleasant result is mould!
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